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IDENTIFICATION SCREENING MONITORING

Optimizing Patient 

Selection for 

Therapeutic Benefit

Screens patients likely to 

be at increased risk for 

therapeutic side effects

Monitors patients' response 

to treatment from a particular 

therapeutic product
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Unlocking Benefits Across Diverse Audiences

Insurer

Targeted therapy low ers liability 

claims, raises safety standards, and 

improves clinical outcomes.

Payer

Patient

Safer, more effective treatment, w ith 

more confidence and less disruption

Reduces unnecessary or 

ineffective treatment costs

Health Care Professionals

Health Systems

Regulator

Pharma Companies

More personalized and effective 

treatment through precision medicine

Supports more effective and eff icient 

utilization of facility resources

Enhanced therapeutic eff icacy 

increases safety and reduces risk. 

Facilitates approvals.

Speed up development 

cycle; improve clinical 

trial design; increase 

commercial success
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Regulatory Scenario: FDA  Approved CDx Platforms 

Top Players 
with multiple 
Companion 

Diagnostic Devices 
(In Vitro and 

Imaging Tools)

Top Focus Areas

Non-Small Cell 

Lung Cancer 

Breast 

Cancer

Colorectal 

Cancer 

Solid 

Tumours

Melanoma 

Acute Myeloid 

Leukaemia 

Ovarian 

Cancer

FDA-Cleared and Approved Devices (2023) 

Collaborative Dynamics in the CDx Domain

Developing an 

integrated CDx assay 

and an algorithm 

development 

process

Path AI and Roche 

Tissue Diagnostics 

bringing AI-enabled 

interpretation to CDx

Agilent & Incyte 

developing advanced 

CDx in hematology & 

Oncology

Foundation Medicine 

and Pierre Fabre 

developing CDx in 

NSC lung cancer 

Thermo Fisher and 

Bayer developing next-

generation sequencing-

based CDx solutions

CST and Leica 

Biosystems enabling 

CDx in precision 

medicine

Agilent w ould expand its 

CDx portfolio w ith Incyte’s 

novel biomarkers and 

Incyte w ould leverage 

Agilent’s expertise in 

commercialization

Seeking regulatory 

approval for 

Foundation’s assays 

w ith Pierre’s inhibitors 

in the EU region

Allow ing quicker 

turnaround times 

and decentralized 

genomic testing 

Leica Biosystems

to support the 

development of 

CDx assays w ith 

CST’s antibodies

The Future of the CDx Market

Four primary objectives that need to be reached to boost CDx growth and better 
serve patients, providers and pharma development efforts

More Robust

Value Case

Key Opinion Leaders

Early Engagement

Co-development

Strategies

Unlocking 

Growth and 

Value in CDx

Lab Decentralization: 

CDx Awareness

A functionally 

diversified organization 

of testing personnel as 

w ell as a w ider range of 

distribution channels

A more robust value case 

w ould support economic 

and regulatory acceptance .

Clinical trial phase III should 

run in parallel w ith the 

clinical validation

They could  support CDx 

solution's post-introduction and 

contribute to refining clinical 

guidelines w ith available data.

Co-development, is a key 

success factor w hich 

involves simultaneous 

approval of a CDx assay 

w ith its corresponding drug.

Conclusion

▪ Regulatory agencies recognize the importance of CDx, and are refining guidelines to ensure safety, efficacy, 
and accessibility, thus fostering innovation and market growth.

▪ Collaboration between pharmaceutical, diagnostic, and research entities will drive CDx innovation, leading to 
novel biomarkers, technological advancements, and expanded applications across various diseases.

▪ Co-development, continued R&D investment, and ongoing clinical validation studies are critical for unlocking 
CDx's full potential and ensuring its widespread adoption in clinical practice.
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